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Abstract 

“Diversity” results from structurally produced inequality yet maintains a positive 

connotation in discourse about its role in the city. “Diversity”, seen as an asset of urban 

life and glorified as the rainbow-family realization of Martin Luther King’s dream, draws 

people to the city and acts as a selling point for city real estate, which fuels the economic 

engine of the gentrification process. It thus threatens the very existence of “diversity” in 

urban space. So, how will “diversity” mediate between growth and inequality in cities in 

the context of a globalized and stagnant economy? This study examines the role of 

“diversity” in the stalled gentrification process in the diverse neighborhood of Uptown, 

Chicago, specifically in the controversy that surrounded the building of an affordable 

housing development called Wilson Yard. Research included six interviews with 

neighborhood residents and longtime alderman, and data from newspaper articles, 

comments from online newspaper articles, community blogs and forums, and municipal 

documents. This study finds the role of “diversity” in the neighborhood’s identity largely 

symbolic as the reality of diversity in the neighborhood’s population creates a fragmented 

social condition and contention rather than harmony. It also finds that the internalization 

of the narrative of the gentrification process reifies this contention. Furthermore, the 

discourse of “diversity” assumed a racial and economic duality which allowed it to act as 

a rhetorical tool of both those who opposed and supported affordable housing. 

“Diversity” became an obstacle to commercial development and a threat to public safety. 

In Uptown’s reality, economic diversity and racial diversity remain mutually dependent. 

In the rhetoric of “diversity” as employed by those resisting affordable housing however, 

the two function in an impossible mutual exclusivity.   



	  
Chapter One: Introduction 

I. Statement of Purpose 
 

Changes derive from conceptual and physical collisions and cities provide the 

nexus in which most collisions occur. Every city coexists with infinite other selves—

wildly varied projections of past, present, and future superimposed by the millions of 

humans that build and rebuild the built environment, paving with significance as they 

scurry about their urban lives. Conception and physicality constantly sculpt each other in 

the making of decisions around city space. They determine what structures get built 

where and to what end—should a building house the rich, the poor, a store, or a movie 

theater? Even as such kinetic and evasive entities, cities function as our social, economic, 

geographic, political, and cultural centers. The illustrative nature of the aggregate renders 

cities a magnifying lens with which to watch the human condition evolve. We peer 

through changes in our cities to decipher changes in ourselves.   

The social collisions that shape a neighborhood across time provide one lens 

through which to decipher urban change. Adorned today by a coat of rust, tar, and spray 

painted scrawlings, some parts of Uptown belie the truth of its recent history. Vacant lots, 

Western Unions, and fast food abound. Uptown has the highest concentration of sex 

offenders, homeless shelters, methadone clinics and the last SRO in the City of Chicago 

packed into its meager 2.35 square-miles (Seligman, 2005). While lingering scaffolding 

provides the slightest hint, one might never guess that Uptown was a hotbed of 

gentrification during the 1990s and early 2000s. 

 Just blocks from these scenes, Uptown blends seamlessly into the trendy, clean, 

expensive surrounding areas. In these parts, the stark boutiques, softly-lit cafes, and 



cinderblock condominium buildings belie a longer history; one would be hard pressed to 

find a single remnant of the area’s sixty years as a slum once called “the world’s largest 

psychotic hillbilly ghetto jungle” (Guy, 1997, 37).  

Uptown is by all numerical measures diverse. Large glossy flyers hang from 

streetlight posts that depict painted human figures amassed in a rainbow of hues and read, 

“Uptown, where diversity brings success!” But beneath these sanguine depictions, the 

mostly white professionals that arrived to the area during its period of gentrification—

roughly 1990-2008—lived quite separately from the long-time, mostly poor, mostly 

minority residents, spatially, socially, and politically. The neighborhood seemed headed 

toward an inevitable destiny: to gradually morph into a whitewashed extension of the 

cinderblock, cafe-and-boutique-clad surrounding area. But for some reason, it did not 

seem to be headed too quickly; Uptown’s development process proved much slower than 

the areas that surround it. New residents and long-time residents have had to mediate the 

progression of Uptown and social, political, and economic contestations have occurred.   

This study examines one major collision that resulted in the new residents over 

the course of a decade of staging demonstrations, picketing on the streets, and even filing 

a lawsuit to the end of preventing subsidized mixed-income housing as part of a 

development called Wilson Yard. In this context my main research questions are: What 

role does “diversity” play in the interaction of spatial and social dynamics in the 

development of Uptown? What produced the collision over Wilson Yard? 

One explanation could be that the new residents acted in the interest of protecting 

their real estate investments. During the 1990s, the quantity of Uptown’s condominium 

stock increased 102% while the city only saw a 67% increase (Haas et al., 2003, 17). 



Furthermore, during the same years, property values in Uptown increased at rate over 

twice that of the city median (Haas et al., 2003, 18). Therefore, it may be that diversity 

remains a positive characteristic and social conflict remains isolated while property 

values appreciate.  However, social dynamics change dramatically in the face of 

economic loss when residents mobilize to protect economic investments by favoring a 

model of development for the neighborhood at the cost of its diversity. Although the 

rhetoric of “diversity” permeates Uptown, I propose that existing social isolation among 

groups rendered “diversity” insignificant in the face of substantial economic threat. 

Another explanation could strike directly at racial fears. Where new residents 

were majority whites, long-time residents are overwhelmingly minority. Potential 

residents of subsidized housing would also likely be presumed to be minorities. Uptown 

has its fair share of crime, which whites tend to associate with minorities. Subsidized and 

public housing in Chicago have a reputation as crime-ridden “projects”. Therefore, new 

residents may not have acted in the interest of their property values, but out of fear of 

perceived threats to their personal safety.    

Finally, Uptown has been a polarized community since the 1960s—divided 

between interests in developing the area and in maintaining it as a bastion of social 

services and affordability. The 1990s and early 2000s were a time of rapid change, which 

gave greater urgency to both sides of the equation. The Wilson Yard scandal may 

represent a culmination of these conflicting interests. Certainly, the conflict could reflect 

a combination of all three explanations and infinite other factors specific to the timing of 

the event and the community.  

 



Urban theorists have thoroughly explored and analyzed the last three decades of 

urban re-vitalization, gentrification, the post-industrial shift to a global economy and all 

of their urban implications. But the economy has scarcely recovered since 2008 and 

forces that shaped cities in these contexts will not operate without growth. Cities across 

the nation are sliding into financial crises comparable to those of the 1970s but in a 

completely new global economic context (Cooper and Williams Walsh, 2012). Social and 

spatial dynamics in Uptown present an opportunity to decipher the human condition, a 

window into what awaits urban centers in the wake of the gentrification wave. What we 

can learn from Wilson yard is what it will mean to mediate slow progress across the 

social chasm in a globalized and stagnant economy.  

	  
Chapter Four: Conclusion  

I. Recap of Findings 

 Uptown has served as a port-of-entry for immigrants in Chicago since the 1950s. 

It thus has some of the most diverse census tracts in the City of Chicago.  Situated among 

developing areas but also home to a high concentration of subsidized housing and social 

services, Uptown has long been divided between two organized interest groups. One 

group sees Uptown as ripe for gentrification and pushes a commercial development 

agenda. The other sees Uptown as a haven for economic diversity that should remain as it 

is, and seeks to maintain affordable housing in area. Both interest groups have strong 

historical roots and established institutions in Uptown, as well as a track record of 

clashes. Together, the groups have imbued the neighborhood with political volatility.  

During the 1990s and early 2000s, Uptown experienced a period of development 

during which the media hailed it as an investment hotspot. The neighborhood lost many 



minority and poor residents as well as rental units as many whites arrived and bought 

condominiums. Subsequently, Uptown’s population became divided the same way its 

interest groups had been for decades. By way of their investments, one group had a 

strong interest in the continued upswing of Uptown’s real estate values. Conversely, 

because of the changes already taking place, those interested in maintaining Uptown’s 

economic diversity faced a new urgency.  

“Diversity” permeates public discourse in Uptown; often the first angle taken to 

describe the neighborhood. “Diversity” rhetoric in Uptown lends itself to both interest 

groups, either as a selling point to potential buyers or the rally-cry of those fighting to 

preserve it in an economic sense.  Throughout the development process, Uptown 

remained “diverse” demographically, but among residents, little solidarity bridges the 

chasm between socioeconomic groups.  

 During the process, residents on both sides of the divide perceived the changes as 

they occurred as a gentrification narrative. Those that bought property in Uptown saw it 

as a good investment and expected that the neighborhood would continue along an 

upward trajectory. Conversely, long-time residents feared displacement and saw 

newcomers as encroaching on their neighborhood; they feared that Uptown would 

become “Yuptown”. The internalization of the narrative seemed to reify social 

polarization, providing opposing categories with which new and old residents could 

identify and perceive each other.  

Despite the imagined narrative, Uptown’s period of development occurred at a 

much slower rate than that of its surrounding areas. Until 2003, and presumably for 

longer, Uptown’s housing stock remained 18.2 percent subsidized housing, with two 



census tracts of which 44.2 and 35.1 percent of residents lived at or under the poverty 

level (Haas et al., 2003, 20).  Polarized interests and social dynamics, tenuous 

gentrification in the area, and high stakes provided fertile loam for sowing strife. The 

fires in 1996 that cleared the Wilson Yard created an arena for the battle.  

Helen Shiller, the Alderman of Uptown, sits firmly in the camp that believes that 

Uptown should maintain economic diversity; her political ideology is “development 

without displacement”. Shortly after the fires, still during the early stages of Uptown’s 

demographic shift, Shiller designed a community-input driven process to determine what 

a potential development in Wilson Yard would contain. The community responded that it 

wanted affordable housing foremost as well as a Target store and a movie theater 

although commercial development interests strongly expressed their desire for market-

rate housing and more extensive retail.  The first public announcement of the plan 

included all of these components although in a proportion that proved an unsatisfactory 

compromise on all sides.  

In 2000, the City declared Wilson Yard and much of its surrounding area a Tax 

Increment Financing (TIF) district. This added an extra layer of controversy to the 

development as TIF financing has a reputation for corruption in Chicago. It endowed the 

issue with the political rallying point of political corruption, which at times edged out 

affordable housing in the discourse of opposition to the development.  Furthermore, the 

choice of the developer for the site, and the sale by the Chicago Transit Authority of the 

site for a purportedly extra low price both provoked allegations of corruption which 

played out in local media as well as community blogs and forums. These three media 

outlets became the main sites of the creation of the narratives that shaped the ordeal.  



As the project progressed through municipal bureaucracy and financing processes, 

aspects of its contents evolved. The movie theater component and the market rate housing 

both pulled out of the development between 2003 and 2005. Doubts persisted about 

whether or not Target had plans to open a store. These factors enflamed much of the 

community who favored the scrapped plans and claimed that their voices had been shut 

out of the decision-making process.  

Community blogs and forums functioned as organizing platforms for what 

became a large group of mostly white and new Uptown residents who fought against the 

Wilson Yard development. They organized letter-writing campaigns, picketed on the 

street, held meetings, and eventually filed a lawsuit against the City, all in protest of the 

development. Their main objections to the development were: the building of affordable 

housing instead of market-rate housing, not enough retail, the use of TIF financing, and 

corruption on the part of the City and the developer, and an overall lack of transparency 

in the process. Their vision of the plan would have included market-rate housing and 

extensive retail. Many fought for an artist community with community art spaces in lieu 

of affordable housing.  

Within whose discussions and reasoning around their objections, certain patterns 

occurred. Most persistently, they expressed fear that the affordable housing component 

would increase crime. The metaphor of the project as a “project” with the negative 

connotation of poorly-maintained and violence ridden public housing such as the iconic 

example of Cabrini Green turned up repeatedly. Residents often spoke of unsettling 

public disorder that already exists or that would result from the project and of threats to 

their safety. Many expressed an opposition to the idea of concentrated poverty itself and 



stated that Uptown already had its share, while others acknowledged the need for the 

housing but held a strong not-in-my-back-yard attitude.  

Furthermore, much of the discourse in opposition to Wilson Yard focused on 

corruption. Many claimed that Shiller wanted to maintain the population of low-income 

residents in Uptown solely to support her political base. Much debate centered on the 

financing of the project. They felt that the TIF dollars spent were an abuse to taxpayers 

who did not support the project. They felt that it directed funds away from other public 

resources where they would have preferred it invested. They filed a lawsuit to stop the 

project on the grounds that the City misused the TIF money, which is meant for blighted 

areas in an area that would have developed on its own. The reasoning contradicts much of 

the logic that they employed to argue against the placing of more affordable housing in 

Uptown. Many accused Holsten of embezzling much of the TIF money. Throughout the 

process, oppositional groups expressed a feeling exclusion and frustration with the 

perceived lack of transparency on the part of Helen Shiller, Holsten, and the City.  

Pro-affordable housing groups also organized, publicly protested, and distributed 

literature although not as loudly or extensively as those that opposed it (perhaps because 

the project only evolved to have a progressively larger affordable housing component). 

Wilson yard came to embody the larger battle over Uptown as residents could easily fit it 

into the gentrification narrative that had previously developed in the area. Where one side 

exhibited a tendency to associate poverty with crime, the other exhibited a similar 

tendency to generally vilify the condominium owners and those protesting the affordable 

units as racist or as waging war on the poor and trying to kick them out of the 

neighborhood. Residents who felt neutral about the development also exhibited a 



tendency to conceptualize the ordeal along the same lines regardless, perceiving Wilson 

Yard as a battle that embodied the larger gentrification narrative.   

Ultimately, Helen Shiller saw the Wilson Yard development built with all of the 

affordable housing units that she wanted. However, the controversy served to galvanize 

her opposition strongly. She decided not to run in the election following the completion 

of the project after twenty-three years in office. James Cappleman, a social worker 

strongly connected to the groups that organized against Wilson Yard, now holds the 

aldermanic office. As his first act in office, he removed basketball hoops from a local 

park. The neighborhood perceived the action as blatantly racist and put up new basketball 

hoops. The incident serves as a window into Uptown now: the conditions that fostered 

such extensive conflict over Wilson Yard persist, and probably will long after the last 

lease is signed in the lot. With such fertile loam, conflicts will surely continue to sprout 

back up—just like the basketball hoops.  

 

II. Return to Hypothesis 

The Wilson Yard case both confirms and confounds my original hypothesis. My 

first proposed explanation for the escalation of conflict around Wilson Yard debate 

attributed the protest of affordable housing primarily to the protection of property values. 

I found no instances of residents explicitly stating this as their motive. However, I did 

find multiple instances of residents invoking it in order to deny it as their motive which 

demonstrates their expectation of the accusation of this motive: “I am not a condo or 

home owner, I am a renter who has lived a few blocks from the Wilson Yard site since 

before the ... I'm not concerned about anyone's property values…” (comment from 



Uptown Update, 2008).   This invocation demonstrates the internalized narrative of 

gentrification that I found to exist in Uptown; this resident expects to be seen as a vilified 

gentrifier for opposing the development.  

My findings supported the component of my hypothesis that suggested racial fear 

as a driver of the conflict. Race never appeared explicitly in language; much more of the 

opposition’s discourse centered on fear of crime and disorder. They commonly invoked 

images of crime-ridden “slums” and of public housing projects, which allude to race 

because in Chicago, they are majority African American. Indirectly, this does suggest 

protection of property values as a motivator as these factors represent a threat not only to 

personal safety but also to property values.  

I also proposed that diversity remains a positive characteristic as long as property 

values appreciated. This mistakenly places the rhetoric of “diversity” within the domain 

of residents with market interest in Uptown.  This assumption failed to account for the 

complex role that “diversity” plays in mediating the development process. I found that 

“diversity” functioned as a rallying point for those fighting for affordable housing as 

well; it expressed their interest in maintaining Uptown’s economic diversity. 

 My findings confirmed that attitudes toward diversity change in the face of 

economic loss. When residents used the rhetoric of “diversity” in their opposition to 

affordable housing, diversity accrued an economic inflection. The attitude toward the 

concept of diversity changes because “diversity” meant something different in this 

context: a balance of rich and poor rather than an image of a multi-cultural family like the 

one in the mural. In Uptown’s reality, economic diversity and racial diversity remain 

mutually dependent. In the rhetoric of “diversity” as employed by those resisting 



affordable housing however, the two function in an impossible mutual exclusivity.   

Where tension due to a fragmented social dynamic runs high, diversity is 

interpreted as an obstacle to commercial development or as a threat to public safety, or 

both. “Diversity brings success” becomes “diversity hinders commercial development 

and threatens public safety” although this discourse never calls diversity by name, only 

by implication through opposing its ability to exist in reality. The image of the 

harmonious realization of Dr. King’s dream gives way to images of slum-like ghettos. In 

this way, diversity in Uptown adopts a racial and economic duality. Each rhetoric—those 

for and against affordable housing—employs the two to distinct ends. Similar to the 

manner in which the far-right political interests incites democratic ideals such as “liberty” 

to describe economic policies, “diversity” in Uptown functions in different discourses for 

different purposes; its flexibility renders a great rhetorical tool.   

Furthermore, I hypothesized that the Wilson Yard scandal represented a 

culmination of the tension and collisions between historically conflicting interests groups 

in Uptown. The findings support this assertion. The existing division in interests provided 

the initial rift in opinions over the plan for the development and the infrastructure for 

opposing groups to form around. However, my findings also demonstrate a greater 

agency exercised by Uptown’s new residents in organizing and creating new institutions. 

They rallied not just around commercial development, but also around their own angers 

about the TIF district, political corruption, and their own fears for their safety. Neither of 

these motivating factors can be attributed solely to the pre-existing interest groups nor to 

their institutions. That said, some evidence suggested that existing interests used Wilson 

Yard to polarize residents intentionally for their own economic and political gain.      



 

III. Reconciling Reality and Theoretical Framework  

Social Fragmentation 

 As previously stated, Wirth would likely have laughed at the “Diversity brings 

success” mural in Uptown. It displays a folk-culture of bonded community that Wirth, 

already in 1938 believed dead. Wirth argued that density and heterogeneity in the urban 

setting spawn social isolation because the short and impersonal encounters that 

characterize social interaction within this type of setting create a “schizoid social 

condition” (Wirth, 1938, 12). These factors make Uptown a prime area in which to test 

Wirth’s assertions because they exist to such a high degree there.  

Wirth argued, “the close living and working together of individuals who have no 

sentimental and emotional ties foster a spirit of competition, aggrandizement, and mutual 

exploitation” (Wirth, 1938, 15). This describes the fear and preemptive criminalization 

that residents protesting affordable housing expressed towards potential affordable 

housing dwellers. By expressing these sentiments toward the nonexistent dwellers, they 

express the same sentiments about Uptown’s large proportion of residents that already 

lived in affordable housing, as presumably, they are the same.  

 

Economics of Social Fragmentation: Revanchism 

Wirth explained that economic relationships dictate most human relationships in 

the city. This characterizes the Wilson Yard debacle in that within the narrative of 

gentrification, new residents imagined poor residents—or the affordable housing that 

represents their right to the space—as obstructions to their economic gain and poorer 



residents imagined new residents as threats to their economic livelihood. “Under such 

circumstances,” Wirth explains, “competition and formal control mechanisms furnish the 

substitutes for the bonds of solidarity…” (Wirth, 1938, 11). Following Wirth’s logic, the 

economic relationship between the newer residents of Uptown and the poor residents 

undermined the potential solidarity in diversity (the one displayed in the mural) and 

instead fostered social fragmentation across socioeconomic lines.  

In order to understand how the economic relationships in Uptown formed, we 

must place the neighborhood within the context of globalization and neoliberalism. As 

Sassen explained, global capital mobility has entailed the loss of the manufacturing 

sector, ensuing polarization of the job market, and ultimately a structural inequality, 

which crystallizes in cities. Sassen also explained that globalization creates competition 

among cities for capital. Peterson further contributed the idea that such competition limits 

cities and leads to impotency of local governments to sustain equitable wealth 

distributions because in order to create an inviting investment environment, cities must 

abandon redistributive policies. The TIF structure represents an economic stratagem in 

line with maintaining neoliberal economic structures.  

In theory, the TIF system does not increase property taxes and the government 

does not directly bankroll the public. However, in practice, the backlash from the public 

against the use of the TIF during the ordeal has since hindered development in Uptown 

and given it a reputation as a specifically bad investment environment as can be seen in 

this quote from an article about the state of development in Uptown: “Developers have 

had a hard time cracking Uptown, which has a reputation for turning development plans 

into all-out political war largely earned in the controversy over Wilson yard” (Baeb, 



2007). Still, Shiller, a long-time critic of TIF use in Chicago, crafted a plan in Wilson 

Yard that allowed TIF dollars to counteract the negative structural impact of the 

development that TIFs are meant to stimulate: development without displacement.  

Smith argues that cities are not only forced by economic need to abandon 

redistributive policies, but that neoliberalism entails a “revanchism” that objects to them 

on an ideological level. Smith defines “revanchism” as “a reaction against the basic 

assumption of liberal urban policy, namely that government bears responsibility for 

ensuring a decent minimum level of daily life for everyone” (Smith, 1999, 98). With this 

idea, we can interpret the opposition to affordable housing in Uptown as internalized 

revanchism. Some opposition to the project expressly condemned the government’s act of 

bankrolling services and housing that help the poor. More commonly though, because of 

the TIF structure, the opposition saw the government as an arbiter.  Personal revanchist 

logic evidently becomes assumption as residents complained that the TIF was unfair to 

those who opposed the project. To argue that those who did not agree with the project 

should not have had to fund it (even indirectly), one necessarily denies the idea of a 

personal responsibility for housing the poor.   

Furthermore, opposition contested the very idea of affordable housing and viewed 

it as a form of welfare. Revanchism rejects the idea of subsidizing the poor because it 

creates a dependent “culture of poverty” (Smith, 1999, 99). I found evidence of this logic 

in much oppositional discourse such as, “Why would we bring in a lot of low-income 

people to a place where there aren't many options except to go on welfare?” and “This 

entire thing looks like a self-sustaining social services project,” (Uptown Update, 2009) 

implying that social services create dependency and thus more demand for social 



services. This further demonstrates internalized revanchist logic.  

 

Gentrification  

Beyond “revanchism”, Smith also posited a theory of the causes of gentrification 

as unique to the capitalist process. He attributes gentrification purely to the “locational 

seesaw” of capital always seeking new space in which to invest and expand, (Smith, 

1999, 151). He explains that a “rent gap” forms where the potential rents of the property 

if it were redeveloped are substantially higher than those collected in its current state, it 

becomes worth new investment (Smith, 1999, 149). This theory can certainly explain the 

high rate of condominium conversions in Uptown during the 1990s and early 2000s.  

Smith sets his theory in opposition to the “back-to-the-city” explanation for 

gentrification, which attributes re-investment, the condominium explosion in Uptown’s 

case, to an increased demand for city space due to a cultural movement (back to the city). 

While Zukin recognizes a dominance of Smith’s model over cultural factors, she argues 

that the latter also propels gentrification. Zukin argues that change in cultural perspective, 

which determines demand for certain spaces, influences the real estate market.  

Uptown provides a window into the push-pull of Zukin and Smith’s models. The 

“Diversity brings success” mural represents the way commercial interests used 

“diversity” as a selling point for Uptown real estate. Meanwhile, the rhetoric of diversity 

in Uptown has become internalized: it has become cultural, and a cultural preference that 

then acts to presumably increase demand for space in Uptown and thus its potential 

property value which perpetuates the growing rent gap. Thus, in Uptown, Smith and 

Zukin’s models of gentrification work in tandem.  



To further explain the cultural preference that formed in Uptown around 

“diversity”, we can look to Zukin’s theory of the new urban dweller’s cultural obsession 

with “authenticity”, which refers to “the social connectedness that place inspires,” 

(Zukin, 2010, 220) a concept related to a romantic vision of Jane Jacobs’ “urban village” 

with vibrant street life and strong social ties among residents: the type that Wirth 

proclaimed had disappeared already in the early twentieth century—the type depicted in 

the mural. Zukin explains that the cultural preference that fueled the market in Uptown 

stems from an obsession with an idealized vision of multicultural harmony.  

But, the vision is only a vision; as I have shown, it did not exist in Uptown’s 

reality. Beckoning Wirth and following Sassen, Zukin attributes the economic 

relationships that unhinge social solidarity to the “paradigm shift from a city of 

production to a city of consumption,” (Zukin, 2010, 221).  Zukin argues that commercial 

development interests capitalize on a fetishized image by recreating aspects of the “urban 

village” as an aesthetic consumer culture. This also explains the existence of the mural or 

the way real estate adds to Uptown’s various ethnic restaurants. “Diversity” in Uptown 

acts as a consumer good, wholly unconnected to the reality that the consumers of this 

product—those that bought property in Uptown—threatened what semblance of reality 

“diversity” had by creating enough demand to price out the poor residents that lent the 

neighborhood its multicolored image. Zukin calls this irony a “collective amnesia of what 

and who has been displaced,” (Zukin, 2010, 228).  

Logan and Molotch provide a third model for explaining gentrification: the 

“growth machine”. They define this as the elite group that exists in all cities that stands to 

profit off of the valorization of city space and thus always acts to these ends. This group 



crystallizes in Uptown in the form of the well-established commercial development 

interests that have worked in Uptown to valorize its space since the 1950s. Uptown’s 

period of development cannot be attributed to these efforts entirely as the entire city 

experienced parallel if not greater development during the same period. However, the 

many years of work by these groups certainly propelled Uptown’s development.  

 

Broken Windows  

Forces that promote commercial development in the last thirty years have 

increasingly leaned on Broken Windows to maintain order in city space conducive to 

creating favorable investment environments. Broken Windows assumes that visible signs 

of public disorder perpetuate more acts of public disorder “once communal barriers—the 

sense of mutual regard and the obligations of civility—are lowered by actions that seem 

to signal that ‘no one cares’ (Kelling and Wilson, 1982, 3). This logic manifested clearly 

in many blog comments like this one regarding an Uptown grocery store, “Do I shop at 

the Aldi’s…? No way. Seeing syringes and empty Mad Dog 20/20 bottles in the dark 

parking lot is a great deterrent. I value my safety.” The woman perceives the litter as 

signs of public disorder which signal danger to her personal safety.  

Broken Windows thus assumes that a neighborhood can curtail public disorder by 

fixing “broken windows” (Kelling and Wilson, 1982, 4). This logic also manifested 

clearly in another comment about the same grocery store’s maintenance: “The graffiti on 

the wall is still visible after the ‘removal.’… We fear it is telling of what’s to come … 

More graffiti and more public drinking in front of the wall. We can only hope Aldi will 

be diligent in enforcing security around the building.” The man follows Broken 



Windows’ logical path of graffiti—a visible symbol of public disorder—leading to public 

drinking—an act of public disorder—and calls for heavier control of the space in order to 

break the self-perpetuating process.  

The danger of Broken Windows logic presents itself when the store faces the task 

of “enforcing security”, presumably by eliminating “broken windows”.  It faces the 

problematic task of determining what (or who) constitutes a “broken window” and often 

uses a normative “language of decency… heavily overwritten by class and race norms” to 

do so (Smith, 2001, 73), resulting in the creation of a division of “insiders and outsiders” 

wherein one group characterizes the other as “deviant” threats to “public order” and thus 

threats to safety. They become “broken windows” and their very presence becomes 

criminalized. This logic explains the pre-emptive criminalization of the would-be 

residents of the affordable housing in Wilson Yard by its opponents and also explains the 

social fragmentation and fear among socioeconomic divides in Uptown.  

Michael Hull described the social fragmentation in Uptown: 

It’s not as friendly as other neighborhoods and I think that’s because of the disparity of income. A 
lot of the haves are scared of the have nots. And for not completely unreasonable reasons. I try to 
be as friendly as I can…. I’m not afraid, I mean I’ll go anywhere especially if I have the dog… 
 

He demonstrates here the element of a neighborhood with a socioeconomic divide. He 

says explicitly that one group fears the other and although he denies it, he demonstrates 

his own fear in his idea that he needs his dog for protection, presumably against the “have 

nots”. This type of fear represents pre-emptive criminalization due to a pre-formed notion 

of the “have nots” as “deviants” threatening “public order”.  

This logic underlies the opposition discourse’s constant prediction that Wilson 

Yard would become a “project” or a “high rise slum”. One man complained that he “[did 

not] want to have to take the red line through a new Cabrini Green to get to work every 



day.” These references use deeply-engrained associations of violent crime in Chicago’s 

public housing “projects”, especially Cabrini Green to imply high levels of crime and 

disorder. These statements assume that because the residents would live in affordable 

housing and thus presumably be poor, they would commit crime. This man’s complaint 

about crime in Uptown demonstrates the “insider-outsider” dynamic created in this logic. 

He calls the would-be residents of the affordable housing development “the unwanted” 

and implies that they would increase crime (comment from Uptown Update, 2008): 

“What I'm concerned about is the fact that [this] stretch has been one of the worst run-down, crime-ridden 
slums since before I moved to the area, and nothing has changed….Ald. Helen Shiller consistently ignores 
the crime in the area …Instead she builds this development and welcomes even more of the otherwise 
unwanted to set up shop.” 
 
 
“Diversity” and Inequality  

But, what allows this resident to recognize the “unwanted” when he or she sees 

them? An African-American Uptown preacher had an idea: “There are people who equate 

safety and quality with upscale development and danger with people of color walking 

around” (Lyderson, 1998).  This is the so-far unspoken truth. Broken Windows logic 

leads to racism when we consider that all of the voiced fear of crime is fear of crime 

committed by mostly nonwhites and also that whites rarely see other whites as “deviant” 

or “unwanted”. This preacher’s observation was the single only time color or race was 

mentioned explicitly attached to a negative connotation. In all of my research I did not 

find a single instance of race mentioned in oppositional discourse despite the ordeal’s 

extremely racialized nature as the opposition was overwhelmingly white and would-be 

residents of affordable housing are overwhelmingly nonwhite.  

This demonstrates the type of strong avoidance of racial language described by 

Andersen and Hartmann and Bell. They identify this as the colorblind ways that post-civil 



rights era American liberals think and talk—or do not talk—about race. Besides the 

absolute absence of racial language from oppositional discourse, another clear example of 

this phenomenon is the story Helen Shiller told me about a woman’s reaction to the idea 

of having a movie theater in Wilson Yard. The woman “freaked out” and said, “it’s 

gonna bring in all these teenagers and they’re gonna be hip hoppers and they’re gonna be 

seeing all these violent films…’” This woman uses “hip hoppers” as a thinly veiled 

euphemism for “poor” and “minority”. Still, the woman’s obviation of racial language 

demonstrates colorblindness and its logical fault. This woman simultaneously voices her 

fears of nonwhite teenage boys and—subconsciously or not—dances around racial words 

in order to demonstrate that she does not fear them (because that would be racist).   

But, presuming this woman has the resources, why does she not simply leave 

Uptown for another, whiter, more developed locale? Perhaps she enjoys the benefits of  

“diversity” by which she would likely refer to the, “variety of ethnic restaurants-featuring 

Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai and Mexican cuisine…” (Busk,  2007). Hartmann and Bell 

recognize a trend quite visible in Uptown that “diversity” means a better variety of 

options for cultural consumption. This beckons Zukin’s idea of the authenticity obsession 

that fuels development in the post-industrial city, feeding off the longing for the urban 

village. The woman should heed Zukin’s words: there can be no urban village in a post-

industrial city. The neoliberal structures of inequality prevent rainbow-family social 

solidarity. Uptown’s mural suggests that “in the language of diversity, every American, 

regardless of…social standing is believed to have a place” (Hartmann and Bell, 2007, 

906). But Wilson Yards protesters could not have sent a more contradictory message. 

  Andersen, Hartmann and Bell, and Benn Michaels all argue, essentially, that the 



discourse of “diversity” obscures from view structural inequality. Logically, it follows 

that this, “mak[es] it difficult to generate public support for programs designed to reduce 

inequality” (Andersen, 2001, 190). This represents the essential problem in the case of 

Wilson Yard. Confounding this, and despite the ubiquity of the rainbow-family image in 

the lauding of Uptown, white Uptown residents feared nonwhite Uptown residents. So, 

not only did they not see necessity to support the redistributive TIF-funded development, 

but they also had an impetus to oppose it. This dynamic fits another bill: revanchism. The 

fervor with which the opponents fought the affordable housing almost suggests that the 

neighborhood’s saturation with the discourse of diversity not only obscured the presence 

of inequality but fueled a desire to enforce it. Wilson Yard makes abundantly clear the 

connections among all of these theories.  

	  
IV. Closing Note 

Wilson Yard represents a large mobilization of privileged people against the right of 

residents victimized by the same systems that gave them their privilege to share in their 

spoils. While at the same time, these privileged residents use the discourse of “diversity” 

to avoid facing the reality of structures that benefit them and victimize the others. Even in 

a situation where the two groups live in close spatial proximity, economic, and social 

distance causes a fear of their neighbors, which they use to justify keeping them out of 

sharing in the structural privileges they enjoy. All the while, they continue to celebrate 

the “diversity” of their neighborhood despite its sinister nature.	  


